AMENDMENT 1

To:       All Potential Bidders
From:     UNDP LIBYA

Subject:  EXTENSION OF DEADLINE

Reference is made to the UNDP published procurement notice for the: ITB/LBY/SLCRR/2020/6480-
Construction of eight (8) extra classrooms for Alandalus Secondary School in Emsad, Libya.

All interested potential bidders are hereby notified that:

1. The Event 6480 reported a problem in the system. For this reason, the event ITB-6480 has been created
to allow the bidders to upload the bids.
2. The deadline of the submission of bids has been extended until 29th July - 2020 Time: 09:00 AM EST/EDT
   www.greenwichmeantime.com or 14:00 hours Tunisia time.

This Amendment- 01 forms an integral part of the ITB/LBY/SLCRR/2020/6480.

All other Terms and Conditions in this RFQ will remain unchanged.